This document references the Quest Diagnostics online Test Directory at https://testdirectory.questdiagnostics.com. Test Directory includes detailed information, guides and references for many of our tests. This includes test and result codes, specimen collection requirements, specimen transport considerations, and methodology.

For the latest release notes, please consult the Test Directory information and resources page (see below).

Release history

Version 1.2 January 28, 2019
Regular production release

New features:
1) For users ordering from more than one account/Service Area, the system will cache all prior selections and allow the user to switch between them without having to re-enter the account/zip code information. This information will be maintained within the browser cache until cleared.
2) Test FAQs and Test Resources in common to all tests being compared will display on the test comparison page.
3) Limitations information, when available for a test, will now display on the Test Comparison page and Test Details page.
4) Improved handling of test details bookmarked or shared via email - the system will now honor the Service Area saved in the link over the current Service Area in effect for the current session; a new ordering note calls this to the attention of the user, and the user may switch to their currently selected Service Area with a single click.
5) On Test Details pages, improved the display of ordering note and flagging test information that is varied by Service Area - a clickable orange icon will open the add account/service area dialog.
6) Copy Test Code function added to Test Comparison page and Test Details page, and user will notice a confirmation of button press.
7) Improved handling of display of New Tests and Recently Viewed tests if the user has specified a Service Area.
8) A busy “spinner” animation will display when a page takes longer to load than expected until the page is fully loaded, during which time user interaction with the page will be locked out.

9) User will notice a message on screen when there is a network connection issue or Internet connection is not available.

10) Tutorial has been restored upon first run, and will help new users understand about how accounts, filtering, and Compare Mode will enhance their experience. The Search Strength menu now offers a Show Me How link to directly restart the tutorial.

11) When a system update is published, users no longer have to take an action of clearing their browser cache to verify the updated changes.

12) User now has an ability to switch Service Area on test details page by clicking on the Change Service Area button at the top of the screen.

**Bug Fixes:**

1) Improved the readability of test information formerly in greyscale.

2) Test codes, guides or algorithms that are not found will now display a message to the user.

3) Issue related with structural comparisons for determining ACCOUNT INFORMATION REQUIRED is no longer case sensitive.

4) UI now protects from multiple submissions when saving account/zip code.

5) Test Guide summary information will now wrap properly on IE.

6) Recalling a bookmark no longer fails when viewing details of a different test.

7) Fixed issue with CPT code overlapping on Test Comparison page.

8) The select Service Area dialog box will close properly after pressing SAVE SERVICE AREA on the Test Details screen.

9) When displaying an Algorithm, user will experience the PDF links are working without an error.

10) Resolved case sensitivity when searching test codes that contain letters.

11) User will not see any duplicate tests in Recently Viewed column.

12) When printing test information with Result codes, column headers will no longer repeat for each row.

**Known Issues and Limitations:**

1) Printing test information to PDF on IE will add an extra page at the end of the document.

2) Most educational guides will display in a separate window and require View Guide to be pressed; this window cannot be bookmarked, only the Guide Details itself may be bookmarked.
3) There is a limitation when selecting a test for comparison which does not have Clinical Significance information, all tests selected in Test Comparison page will not show Clinical Significance even if they have this information – you must click the test name to view Test Details to review the full Clinical Significance if present

4) The Predictive Search suggestions displayed may be different between runs with the same search term

5) Users may notice some Test Guide display/formatting issues, and some links in the document not working and it may take user to home screen

6) User may experience tabular reference range information is sometimes difficult to read

7) User may experience Test Code Copied confirmation is only momentarily displayed on IE

8) The Share button may not be visible on Test Comparison screen on narrow screens

9) Printing test information via overflow menu option from the Test Guide details screen under Related Test section will not be specific to the user’s selected Service Area.

10) Printing test information on tablet/mobile platforms may not generate a preview or print a page

11) When viewing test details on a narrow screen, Result codes column headers may repeat for each row

12) The predictive search (as-you-type) suggestions drop-list may show an extra blank line when typing in a search on Home or Results pages

13) The predictive search (as-you-type) suggestions drop-list may show duplicate test names in certain conditions when the typed text is not matching (bold) any tests in the master

14) The predictive search (as-you-type) suggestions drop-list may return tests unavailable in your selected test in certain conditions when the typed text is not matching (bold) on the selected test

15) The predictive search (as-you-type) suggestions drop-list may persist across pages in certain circumstances – refresh or close the browser window/tab to clear

Note: A change to Test Directory URL structure has been implemented in this release, and any bookmarks to pages other than the main (Home) page of Test Directory will need to be updated.
Version 1.1 November 12, 2018
Regular production release

New features:

1) The LOINC® table on Test Directory will now include ‘No LOINC Exists’ Analytes (eg: SJC 15843) and will be sorted ascending by Result Code
   NOTE: Test Directory suppresses non-reportable Analytes (e.g.: 5016000, LIPEMIA) whereas the legacy Test Center site displays them (eg: MET 35555)
2) Filter selections on the Results page will persist after changing the search term when the results include the filter selections specified (e.g. filtering by a test category, the new results must include that category as a filter option, or it will be removed).
3) Ability to specify account number and/or Zip Code on the Search Strength menu for mobile and tablet users
4) Changes to the Improve Search dialog on the main (Home) page and action button label
5) First run tutorial on the Results page was deprecated for now
6) Clinical Significance on Test Details page improvements to SHOW MORE button
7) The main (Home) page will display the previously entered account and/or Service Area and allow the user to change it
8) When there are no available options in the filter fields, the menu will be disabled
9) Improved readability of ordering note message on Test Details page when multiple Service Areas do not offer the test
10) An available Specimen Collection Guide for a test will display in the Test Resources section as well as under Collection Instructions on the Test Details page
11) Display Medicare Limited Coverage Policy (MLCP) message and link for each CPT code that is Medicare restricted on the Test Details page
12) Bookmarking pages will pre-fill a descriptive title in the bookmark name
13) Algorithms now display related tests and related guides page – behavior is consistent with other Test Guides, and the user will have to click View Guide to review the algorithm document.
14) The “Default” option for Sort on the search results screen has been renamed to “Closest Match”
Bug Fixes:

1) FIXED: User will no longer experience an issue while clicking on Quest Logo, the Home page will open in the same tab
2) FIXED: User will no longer observe some visible HTML formatting code in certain fields on the Test Comparison page
3) FIXED: Tests with special characters in their name will now display properly in the suggestions list as you type
4) FIXED: Some tests which did not display Clinical Significance on Test Details page when the Service Area/Account was known (e.g. tests 16538 and 16539) will now be displayed
5) FIXED: The ZIP Code field label will no longer truncate on the Search Strength dropdown on Internet Explorer after providing an account
6) FIXED: On Mobile devices the search button will only be active when one or more characters is entered in the search field
7) FIXED: User will be able to search by lab-specific code having letters using lower case
8) FIXED: Printing Test Details on IE will result in some text overlapping on the printed output
9) FIXED: Test Name and CPT codes will now display from the selected Service Area
10) FIXED: Users will no longer see some visible formatting HTML code in certain fields on the Test Comparison page

Version 1.0 September 15, 2018
Initial production release

Dependencies
No known dependencies

Additional Notes

1) Test Directory searches the menu of tests published in our National Test Directory. However, most orderable test codes may be searched by order code.
2) Some test order codes vary by Service Area, or are not offered in all locations.
3) Certain test information will vary based on which Service Area will process the test sample.
4) Test order codes and test information can be confirmed only after providing a Quest Diagnostics Account number and billing zip code, or supplying only the billing zip code and selecting a Service Area.

5) The test information presented after you identify your Service Area is applicable to all labs that are included in that Service Area.

Further Reference
Watch a product overview video about the new online Test Directory at https://youtu.be/Ifa1tvCGUOA.

For additional information about the product, including a brochure and FAQ document, and for testing related resources, please see our product page at https://www.questdiagnostics.com/AboutTheTestDirectory.

Support
This product is supported by Quest Diagnostics:
- Contact us: https://www.questdiagnostics.com/home/contact
- Have a medical question? Consult with our medical specialists: http://questdiagnostics.com/home/physicians/professional-consult.html
- Want to start a conversation or provide feedback? Send our product team an Email at: testdirectoryfeedback@questdiagnostics.com